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Esoteric Advent  

Christmas 2018 

A  P U R E  C H R I S T M A S  O F F E R I N G  F O R  T H E  H E A R T  O F  T H E  C H R I S T  

A N D  T H E  S O U L  O F  H U M A N I T Y  

ʘ 

THE SECOND SUNDAY of ADVENT MEDITATION 

The Rose Heart—Cross of Light 

♥ 

“The Heart is the Center 

of Loving, Giving Energy 

and the Distributor of Life” 

 

https://halina-hughes.squarespace.com/
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FORWARD 

In the cross depicted here, we see two forms of stars on the 

arms.  One is five-pointed and symbol for the perfected 

human, the Master, Who has along the four quarters or 

dimensions of life (Earth, Water, Air, Fire) achieved full 

control and mastery over the 21 lower sub-planes of the 

cosmic physical plane. The Symbol for the Christ is a Five-

pointed star (and 8 is His “number”), however the Christ’s 

spiritual achievement as an Initiate of the 7th degree (or 

nearly so) far exceeds that of a Master of the 5th degree 

(Hierophant) or that of a Chohan of the 6th degree.  The 

other star seen here beneath the central Rose is six-pointed 

(a hexagram), a symbol for Humanity. In a far and distant 

future, when the Human or fourth Kingdom merges with 

the Fifth – the Spiritual Hierarchy, Humanity will have fulfilled its destiny for the Plan of 

God on earth and with it, all that this great spiritual achievement portends for the 

Kingdoms of the Earth.  

 

The Fixed Cross “is outstandingly the Cross of the Soul. The man who is upon the Fixed 

Cross [having graduated from the Mutable Cross] is aware of Soul direction and the influence 

of true intuition. … He does not "mount this Cross of Right Direction" in a technical sense 

until he has attained some measure of soul contact and has had some touch of illumination 

and of spiritual intuition—no matter how fleeting that touch may have been.” 

“ … the man upon the Fixed Cross is becoming increasingly conscious of issues 

which are larger than himself, more engrossing than his previous interests and 

which concern humanity in its relation to the solar forces and not just to the 

planetary forces. He is becoming sensitive to a larger whole.” 

“The energies of this Cross continue to evoke response until the time of the third 

initiation… It is called the Fixed Cross because the man is stretched upon it by the 

directed choice and immovable intent of his soul.  From that decision there is no 

turning back.” 

This is the Cross of "fixed vision and of that immovable intent which draws the 

man from points of light to blazing solar radiance." The man upon the Fixed Cross 

will say: "I am the soul and here I stand. Naught shall remove my feet from off the 

narrow place whereon I stand. I face the light. I am the Light and in that light 

shall I see Light."  (Esoteric Astrology by AAB, 554/5)     
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The Rosicrucian “Rose Cross” can be thought of as a “fixed cross” 

both as symbol and transmitter for the Love of God.  For countless 

generations ‘true mystics’ have understood and “lived” in the 

resonating frequency of the “Heart of God”.  It is a deeper and more 

powerful symbol of the cross, far removed from the cross of death of 

Roman crucifixions.   

The Life that pours through the Heart has no true end.  Each Heart 

has another greater Heart behind it, ad infinitum. 

Beginning with today’s meditation, we shall begin building a Cross 

of Solar Light that is the higher Light and Love of God, holding in temporary abeyance the 

transmission of the Will or Father aspect of Divinity.  In its center, the Rose, representing 

the Heart of the Christ and the Feminine aspect of Divinity.  Esoterically, the Feminine or 

Mother aspect, is the substance behind all form, allowing one to say She is the cross of Light 

itself. 

Gnostics have long recognized the archetypal Christos-Sophia reflected through the ages in 

every form of divine union. In both cosmic and human terms, the sacred marriage of two 

great principles of Divinity – Father/Mother God, gives birth to the Christ Principle, the 

Son/Daughter, Consciousness or Love of God.  Every marriage reflects this high union in 

symbol and in form, such as the lower self (personality) with the higher Self or Soul.  

Humanity is a nesting of these unions, yet it too is uniting with a greater Center in the body 

of God, the Kingdom of Souls - where the Love of God is known. The Holy Spirit – the 

active Intelligence aspect of Divinity unites with the Love aspect of Divinity. When this 

marriage is consummated, the merged unity shall return to the Father’s Home with greater 

rapidity in the homeward-bound journey.    

To invoke Christos, the Christ Spirit that lives within every beating human heart, is to 

invoke ‘a solarized being’.  In fulfillment of ‘the day be with us’, we shall become “the full 

stature of Christ” in manifestation – the indwelling Christ Spirit within the human Heart, in 

expression.  

The Rose Cross is a symbol of the indwelling Heart with an emphasis on Love, yet the 

Heart transmits all three aspects of Divinity: Light, Love and Holy Will.  As the Aquarian 

Age unfolds, its cross will be equal-armed – not a cross of crucifixion, but a transmitter of 

universal life linked to the universal crosses in the heavens.  With the vertical and 

horizontal axes in equal measure, it is a beautiful symbol for Spirit and Matter in union.    
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“The Rose Heart—Cross of Light” 

Meditation  

♥ 

PREPARATIONS 

◊  We prepare our sacred space.  We Light our lights with conscious intent signifying 

sacred ritual has begun. 

◊ Frankincense and Myrrh are especially appropriate for giving and attracting the 

Angels of this Season. Burning high quality incense from herbs of the plant kingdom, 

church incense made of tree and plant resins, serves to purify, consecrate and attract the 

Angels deeming your space ‘sacred’ and worthy.  You may want to anoint yourself as 

well with Rose oil (or Essential Oils sacred to you), or use an infuser with consecrated 

oils.   

Or do none of these things. The essence of all this is that you are the Temple of the Soul 

– offering a purified heart and mind, properly prepared, oriented and then focused in 

the subtle worlds that lead to the most High.   

 

We begin with a reminder of the purpose of group Meditation:  

“Meditation groups can carry forward their meditations in such a manner that an 

inner fusion can take place, producing the [further] awakening of the heart 

centers of the members, and the consequent urge to go forth into the world of 

daily living to love, to give and to stimulate.”   (Esoteric Psychology-II, 734) 
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STAGE I:   NAMING and LOVING “PARTICIPATING SOULS” 

By ‘sounding in love’ the names of Participating Souls in the Soul Star Group (of “We 

who have here gathered” in our earthen homes of “where on earth we Live”), we are 

heightening and confirming the Group Soul and our Group Approach to Divinity.  We 

have gathered together for ritual “holy work” in a process of at-one-ment.   

Sounding our names “in all our numbers”— we are invoking our Soul Rays that vibrate 

to a note and number, expressing as a Ray power and quality of energy (our esoteric 

signatures).   For “Naming and Loving”, let us review our options:  

Option 1: One by One, we Name in Love all Participating Souls. As we ‘sound in 

love” our names and locations, we envision the Soul as a Presence within each 

person, expanding in light and love.   

If this process of “naming and loving” every person is too strenuous for you, it 

can be done silently in your mind whilst seeing each person as a living flame – a 

radiant Presence symbolized by the Star.   

Option 2: Without individually naming, the Group as a Whole can be held in the 

Holy Heart-Mind – as One whole.  

In either case, at the very least your own name should be sounded with high 

feeling, inviting sacred energy to flow through your subtle body, thence into the 

earthen place you call home, thereby making this physical space sacred.   

In either case, we are working with the Angels of the Lord, sounding, blessing, 

transmitting, making sacred “whole” turns on the spiral of Life.  When we are 

fully Present in “sacred space – sacred time”, this magical process causes a lifting 

vibration through all the centers.   

 ◊ ◊ ◊  
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ʘ 

“NAMING and LOVING” 

◊ We begin by standing once again in the Life energies of the Constellation 

Sagittarius that leads all sincerely dedicated aspirants, disciples and initiates upon 

the planes of daily sanctified living to the foot of the Mountain.   

In one Holy Breath of Life, sound the Sacred Word, OM, linking with the Life 

energies flowing through the Heart of the Sun – “the Son of Divine Love”, on 

through the Solar System to the Earth … to and through Shamballa, the Spiritual 

Hierarchy and the Christ, … on and through the Soul of Humanity – to and 

through the Soul Star Group, … continuing as a living Fire of Love to every 

individual Soul pouring through our Crown and etheric centers.   OM 

◊ Whilst standing in the radiant Presence of the Soul, we begin.  Invoking the Group 

Soul, we rhythmically intone:  

We 'sound in Love' the names of “We who have here gathered,” 

We bless the earthen places of “Where on Earth we Live,” 

We sacred make the Temple Earth, “The Home we deeply Love.” 

As Souls, with Stars Above and in Our Hearts ~ 

“WE COME FORTH IN THE NAME of THE CHRIST” 

ʘ 

 

(Open the list of Participating Souls of the Soul Star Group) 
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◊ Infused with the "living radiance of the Divine Fire of Love", look into the image of the 

Soul Star (imaginatively or here below) – Be aware of the magnetic Center – the Star of 

the Christ – to which we are drawn. 

  

◊ Once again, see (feel or imagine) the Soul Star Group as a radiant Sphere of living Light 

and Love, shining as a Holy Presence comprised of individual Presences standing in a 

‘holy order’ of concentric circles round the Central Star of the CHRIST Presence – His 

symbol, the five-pointed Star.  (Pause) 

◊ In the Presence of His radiant Center, see, feel or imagine the Soul Star Group 

receiving His Blessing … expanding from within, beyond the present boundary … 

separations blur … individual spheres of light no longer visible  …   (Pause) 

Sounding the Sacred Word, OM, we affirm our unified Group Soul and group 

Approach to Divinity in the consecrated Christ Circle, where we take our stand. 

Affirmed as a Group, together we move to the foot of the second Mountain. 

OM  
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STAGE II 

INVOKING THE WHITE-GOLD ANGELS OF THE CHRIST 

We shall now invoke and come into vibrational resonance with the white-gold 

Angels of the Christ presiding over the Christmas Advent process.  Know they are with 

us as we attune with them and have faith in their response.  

As we attune and welcome the Angels, they come attuned to us and the Soul Star group 

through our dedicated intention to cooperate in Esoteric Christmas Advent.  Our 

openness and attunement to Them is our invitation for cooperation with them during 

these Holy Weeks.  They stand ready to offer their vibrational gifts of beauty, brilliance, 

and heightening vibration as we work in cooperation with Them.  

 

◊ With pure intention, inwardly welcome 

The Angels of golden Light and Love.  

◊ Sounding the sacred Word, OM, see, 

sense or imagine such a One now standing 

in the sanctuary of your Temple … the 

inner Temple of the Soul … member of the 

Christ Circle. 

◊ Be now affirmed in their intention to aid 

the Group ascent up the Second Mountain. 

◊ Sealing the Door where evil dwells from 

the unconsecrated forces of the lower 

worlds, we are assured in our safety and 

attainment. 
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∆ Affirmed, the group now stands in the energy field of the Christ as we begin our 

conscious 'ascent’ up the Second Mountain of Consciousness—Aspiring to the Higher 

Vibrations of Love.  

Open to the Christ Presence, gently breathing “the breath of life”, let us 

sense the emanations of the Christ. (Pause) 

Sounding a silent OM, allow the Christ as the Lord of Love and living 

Presence of Universal Love, to infuse our group through and through.   

(Pause)  

Sense the response of our heart – mind, our inner Christ flame, drawn to the 

greater Life of the Christ.  With every breath that follows now, nurture this 

union.  (Pause) 

Breathe in the fragrance of Being … the Sacred presence of “the Son of 

Divine Love” beating within your Heart – “As Above, So Below”.  (Pause) 

Affirm to the hushed personality, a whisper,  

“Be still – know “I Am God.” 

“I am the Soul - the evolving inner Christ”, 

“I am the Triune Self, God immanent  

focused as the Fire of Love”. 

∞ 

We confirm our ascent in Consciousness  

through union with the Fire of Love, 

sounding the sacred Word, OM. 

ʘ 
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Stage III.  The Living Presence, the White Rose and the Cross of Light 

◊ In the sanctuary of your heart, see (visualize, feel or imagine) a potently beautiful 

solar light filling the Group from the inside out, a light so bright that it obscures the 

light of form… a love so wide and all-encompassing that it overcomes all separation. 

OM 

(Obscuration is akin to a lamp turned on before morning sunrise. As the sun gradually rises, its 

brighter light rays obscure the lesser lamp light now invisible in the greater Light). 

◊ Let us now “see” (visualize, feel or imagine) emerging from the Center of the Circle a 

Chalice of great Beauty and Radiance taking shape and form …  

Know that we are in the Presence of the Holy Comforter. 

The image of the Chalice as soon as it is seen slowly recedes from sight into the subtle 

worlds.  Now out of view, yet the presence of a growing Love profound remains. 

◊ Gently, refocus your mind in your Heart, sensing it as a living Sun.   

Sense the Sun as a living Light, powered with Soul volition. 

◊ Project a ray of Lighted Love from your heart, to 12 or more inches in front of you, 

that magically takes shape to form a beautiful cross of white golden light.  

◊ See now emerging from the Center of the Cross, a White Rose of exquisite beauty, 

fragrance and light. 

The petals of the rose are upright, stirring ever so subtly, opening to the warmth of the 

heart and solar rays of the sun. 

(White reflects all colors. If you know your Soul Ray, you may if you wish use that 

color instead, or as an overlay: 

Transparent Red (1st Ray), Indigo Blue (2nd ray), Emerald Green (3rd ray), 

Golden Yellow (4th ray), Transparent Orange (5th ray), Light Blue or Silvery 

Rose (6th ray) and Violet (7th ray).    

Deep Indigo Blue is the Second Ray color of Love-wisdom for this Solar System 

and of the Christ Logos – all can soundly work with this color.  You may 
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intuitively choose a color with which you are in deep resonance, or ask the 

Divine Mother to “color” the Rose for you.  Or, if you have an established 

relationship with your Solar Angel, ask to be shown the perfect color and hue for 

your Soul Ray. Or, simply stay with the color of pure White.   

In this stage of our group meditation, you may choose to see the rose beginning to 

bud open in the center of the cross ( neither tightly bound nor fully open). In the 

weeks ahead, the rose flower will open signifying our Soul group unfoldment, also   

symbolic of the unfolding Egoic Lotus.  These images are meant to be evocatively 

suggestive, stimulating further opening about which the Solar Angel is infinitely 

attuned to, informed and attentive during such focused meditations). 

∆ Withdraw now the rose and cross of light, pulling the images back inside your heart.   

Once inside the heart, see the rose release a sphere of brilliant, living light from within 

its center.  This light as a sphere, slowly rises above the head of the Crown center. 

Pause here, contemplating the sphere as a living light of the essence of Life, the reality 

of "Life Itself".  

OM 

 

◊ See the sphere of light hovering above your head, growing stronger and brighter, 

more brilliant, dynamic and living.  We shall come to know and recognize the Life 

Giving power of this Light as the Living Presence of the Heart in the Head that is of a 

still greater Source of Love and Life.   OM 

∆ Move into a receptive state now, see, sense or imagine the “Living Presence” steadily 

streaming Living Light… an all-pervading Love... an electric Fire of Life ... flowing 

through your body-being.  This Presence warms without burning ... through and 

through, inside out … evolving, unfolding, transforming, eradicating every subtle 

shadow.  OM 

Allow the Presence to do its work in the time necessary, pouring through and through 

you, penetrating every subtle body … awakening and activating that which is needed, 

… giving and healing …, infusing, pervading, irradiating every molecule, every cell and 

atom of your being with its life … completely, thoroughly, totally … leaving nothing 

untouched …   

OM 

ʘ 
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∆  Allowing the above process to complete itself in timing of its own accord, return to 

the image of the Cross of Light, now sensed glowing within your Heart, greatly 

refined, shining with new brilliancy, transparency and power. 

◊ “See” (sense) the Cross of Light now expanding, widening and moving beyond the 

confines of your physical form ... until the arms of your Cross touch and overlap the 

Crosses of all Participating Souls standing in the Christ Circle of the Soul Star Group.  

OM 

◊ “See” (imagine) all our individual Crosses of Light moving into the Center of the 

consecrated Circle, merging into One magnificent golden Cross of Light and Love … 

luminous in radiance and pulsing in power. 

◊ Let us recognize this Cross as the Fixed Cross of the consecrated, advancing Group 

Disciple.  

 

Sound the Sacred Word, OM,  

In concert with the Solar Angel and the Christ,  
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Confirming the new vibration 

OM 

Filled full with Gratitude, imaginatively or symbolically, we open wide our arms, and 

intone – 

“We are the Cross of Light and Love, 

We Are the Lighted Way. 

– pause – 

We move upon a Beam of Light, 

Of Soul-directed Vision, 

– pause – 

"We know, Oh Lord of Life and Love, about the need.” 

Touch our Hearts anew with Love that we too shall Love and Give. 

OM 

∆ Having been Blessed with the renewing Presence of the Christ and radiant work of 

the Solar Angel, we shall find ourselves more illumined and renewed by the Mind of 

Christ.  

Renewed, rendered purified by Love transcendent, lived-through and empowered, we 

return to our daily sphere of earthly living “to love, to give, to stimulate”.  

∆ Rest now, allowing for the integration of the expanding Christ Presence, to grow and 

glow.  

In the Joy and Peace of this deeply magical Season – we have begun our renewal, 

empowered on this day, and better equipped to lead ourselves and humanity into a 

future we may have glimpsed and know is possible.   

Blow out your candle – sending the consecrated Flame onto the etheric plane—where 

the Angels of the “Lord of Love” capture our “Lights” to hold them in reverent care. 
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ʘ 

THE GREAT INVOCATION 
 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God 

Let light stream forth into the minds of men  

[Let Light stream forth into human minds] 
 

Let Light descend on Earth. 

◊ 

From the point of Love within the Heart of God  

Let love stream forth into the hearts of men  

[Let love stream forth into human hearts] 
 

May Christ return to Earth 

[May the Coming One Appear on Earth] 

 

◊ 

From the center where the Will of God is known  

Let purpose guide the little wills of men 

[Let purpose guide all ‘human will’] 

 

The purpose which the Masters know and serve. 

 

◊ 

 

From the center which we call the race of men 

[From the center which we call the human race] 

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out, 

And may it seal the door where evil dwells.  

 

◊ 
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Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth  

Om (embodying and distributing the Light of God) 

Om (embodying and distributing the Love of God) 

Om (embodying and distributing the Will and Purpose of God) 

◊ 

— So Let It Be And Help Us To Do Our Part — 

 
ʘ 
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A D D E N D U M 

◊  ◊  ◊ 

“At a gathering of the Great Ones not so long ago, the question was asked:  "What can 

we do? for this emergency [the world in crisis] must be met." A silence fell upon the 

assembled group. This lasted quite a long time and then they, one and all, 

simultaneously voiced the reply, speaking as if they were one person, such was the 

unanimity:  "Let us touch the hearts of men anew with love, so that those who know 

will love and give.  Let us give love ourselves."   

ʘ 

There may be some among us who will bring to life these words, saying each morning 

with the sun’s rise, or at the noon day recollection, or evening repose, the following 

words – touching the Source whence they came: 

"I know, Oh Lord of Life and Love, about the need.  Touch my heart anew with 

love that I too may love and give."  

“Let us in full surrender of our personal desires and wishes join the common task of 

leading humanity forward into the field of loving cooperation and peace” 

“Privately, and in group gatherings the Great Invocation can be said, including the 

final words: 

"So let it be and help us do our part". 
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*Gesture: 

“There are those who have learned to say these words with intensity of feeling, raising 

the clasped hands [hands pressed together palm to palm in prayer position] above the 

head, and then—at the last word—bringing them down to the forehead and then to the 

heart.  The raising of the hands above the head and their return touching the forehead 

and the heart are simply symbolic of lifting the heart and life and consciousness to 

divinity, and the subsequent and consequent down flow of spiritual life into the 

personality—the instrument through which the loving soul must work out the 

expression of good will.” 

“The emphasis is laid upon the heart centre and upon the necessity to hold the forces 

there, symbolized by the clasped hands resting upon the heart because the heart is the 

centre of loving, giving energy, and the distributor of life.”    (EP-II, 734) 

  

The centering Heart gesture holds the force there. 
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The Solar Angel; The Monadic Self; The Divine HuMan 

 

(Image by Francis Donald) 
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The Solar Angel, a divine mathematician, directs the Soul-infusion process with precision. 

As we surrender to the Solar Angel’s masterful, loving wisdom, we become refined, 

empowered and made whole; all is renewed, nothing is left undone. The Solar Angel, an 

Initiate of all Degrees, is the most potent and intimate expression of the inner Master Who 

passed through the human evolutionary process countless aeons ago. 

"... Dominion over all forms, and the power to act as transmitters of that spiritual 

energy we call love is the promised reward of the triumphant solar Angels, and the 

prized goal of their meditation work.  The Sons of God will triumph on earth in full 

incarnated expression, and will bring light (therefore life) to all the manifested 

forms.  This is the "life more abundant" of which the Christ speaks.  This is the 

achievement of the true Nirvanee who, living in unbroken meditation in the 

spiritual realm yet can work on earth.  The work of initiation is to enable a man to 

live ever at the Center, [and] to act as a distributor of divine energy in any direction 

and—after the later initiations—in all directions."   TWM, 90 

Excerpt from Treatise on White Magic (TWM), 88/90 

“A later relationship, which in no way concerns us, is set up after the third initiation 

between the soul and the monad, and throughout the course of cosmic evolution these 

relationships will emerge.  The race as a whole is, however, only concerned with the setting 

up of a relation between soul and body and beyond this there is no need to go. 

As the man seeks to reach control of the mind, the soul in its turn becomes more actively 

aggressive.  The work of the solar Angel has hitherto been largely in its own world and 

concerned with its relation to spirit, and with this the man, working through his cycles on 

the physical plane, has had no concern.  The main expenditure of energy by the soul has 

been general, and outward-going into the fifth kingdom.  Now the solar Angel approaches 

a time of crisis and of re-orientation.  In the early history of humanity there was a great 

crisis which we call individualisation.  At that time the solar Angels, in response to a 

demand or a pull from the race of animal-men (as a whole, note that), sent a portion of their 

energy, embodying the quality of mentalisation, to these animal-men.  They fecundated, if I 

might so express it, the brain.  Thus was humanity brought into being.  This germ, however, 

carried within it two other potentialities, that of spiritual love and spiritual life.  These must 

in due time make their appearance. 

The flowering forth of the mind in men, which so distinguishes the present age, indicates to 

the solar Angel a second crisis, of which the first was but the symbol.  That for which the 

solar Angel exists is making its presence felt within humanity, and another strong pull is 

being exerted upon the solar Angel which this time will produce a second fecundation.  

This will give to man those qualities which will enable him to transcend human limitations, 

and become a part of the fifth or spiritual Kingdom in nature.  The first effort of the solar 
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Angel turned animal-men into human beings; the second will turn human beings into 

spiritual entities, plus the gains of experience in the human family. 

For this the solar Angel, the soul, is organising itself and re-orienting itself so that its power 

can be redirected into the world of men.  Contact must be made by the soul between the 

lower aspect of its triple nature and the aspect which has already found lodgment in the 

brain of man. Intelligent activity and love wisdom must be united, and the union must take 

place on the physical plane.  In order to do this the soul is entering into "meditation deep", 

in union with all other souls who may have brought their instrument into a responsive 

state.  This is the basic group meditation, and when a man achieves what the oriental books 

call "samadhi", he has succeeded in participating, as a soul, in this group meditation, and 

enters upon that cycle of service which expresses itself through the planetary Hierarchy.  

The rational mind and the abstract mind function as a unit, and the motivating principle is 

love.  The soul, expressing love and abstract intelligence, is at one with its expression on the 

physical plane through the brain, and, when this is the case, the lower man has 

synchronised his meditation with that of the soul. 

This is the objective of our work.  Let this not be forgotten, and let every effort be made to 

bring mind and brain into such a functioning condition that a man can slip out of his own 

meditation and (losing sight of his own thoughts) become the soul, the thinker in the 

kingdom of the soul. 

It is perhaps a new thought to some that the soul is organising itself for effort, re-orienting 

its forces, and preparing for a fresh and powerful impulse, but so it is.  All forms of life 

under the force of evolution pass from initiation to initiation and the soul is not exempt 

from the process.  Just as the soul of animal-man became united with another divine 

principle, and so brought into being the fourth kingdom in nature, so the soul in humanity 

is seeking contact with another divine aspect.  When that contact is made the Kingdom of 

God will come on earth; the physical plane will thereby be transformed and that peculiar 

period, presented symbolically under the term millennium, will come. 

The Knowers of God in that era will preponderate over those who are simply aspiring to 

that knowledge, and their contact and the results of the force they transmit will be felt in all 

the kingdoms of nature.  Dominion over all forms, and the power to act as transmitters of 

that spiritual energy we call love is the promised reward of the triumphant solar Angels, 

and the prized goal of their meditation work.  The Sons of God will triumph on earth in full 

incarnated expression, and will bring light (therefore life) to all the manifested forms.  This 

is the "life more abundant" of which the Christ speaks.  This is the achievement of the true 

Nirvanee who, living in unbroken meditation in the spiritual realm yet can work on earth.  

The work of initiation is to enable a man to live ever at the centre, but to act as a distributor 

of divine energy in any direction and—after the later initiations—in all directions."  


